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Hainan University 

Cooperation content between Italy and Hainan province (On the demand of 
Hainan) 

 

Italian universities or research institutions are expected to set up special research 

institutes or research bases in Hainan, which will be the link and bridge between 

Italy and China(Hainan) to attract high-end talents from EU and countries along 

the "The Belt And Road". What's more, as an open scientific research base and 

industrialization base, that will become a connector to support the mutual benefit 

and common development of China (Hainan) and Italy. 

 

Give full play to the advantages of the disciplines, specialties, talents and 

management of Italian universities; Develop key cooperation with the 

departments and disciplines of main universities in hainan province to help 

raise the level of university education in Hainan. Italian universities have 

world-leading professional advantages in music, dance, fine arts, sports 

(football, volleyball, swimming, etc.), art design, fashion design, cultural 

creativity and planning, etc. An all-round cooperation with relevant Italian 

universities is especially in need, which is to help improve the 

internationalization level of Hainan education. 

Hainan professional technical institute hopes to collaborate with Italy jewelry 

design college, majoring in jewelry identification, jewelry design, jewelry 

processing, jewelry display and marketing center, etc. 



 

Majors that will be in cooperation with other professional technical institute: 

animation design, handmade, hotel management, western food (Italian food, 

pizza, wine tasting, wine making, etc.). 

 

The way of cooperation can be diversified: 

A. professional cooperation;  

B. Project cooperation; 

C. Course cooperation;  

D. cooperation in academic education; 

E. exchange of students, mutual recognition and cooperation of credits; 

F. teacher-student interaction;  

G. teacher training; 

H. cooperation of some departments;  

I. Government departments or enterprises invest and cooperate to establish a 

Chinese (Hainan) Italian college (major: art, sports, design) with a bachelor's 

degree or above. 

 

Intents to collaborate with relevant schools and educational institutions in Italy to 

build Hainan international sports and art education pilot zone, omprehensively 

improve the international level of Hainan education, and build up China-Italy 

international youth cultural exchange platform. It reads as follows: 
 

1) Italy is expected to organize teenager football coach team and be responsible for 

guiding and helping the training for hainan teenager football (Campus football, from 

primary school to junior high school, high school is the main content) and coaches 

and referees. Organize football competition, cultural activities, and football culture 

exchanges among teenagers of China and Italy, etc.,  Establish an influential teenager 

football communication platform; 



 

2) Hold China-Italy international sports and art education summit forum; 

3) Hold important cultural exchanges for teenagers such as China-Italy international 

art festival and sports festival. 

Hainan education international exchange association 
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